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ABSTRACT
Irregular, memory-intensive applications often incur high trans-
lation lookaside buffer (TLB) miss rates that result in significant
address translation overheads. Employing huge pages is an effective
way to reduce these overheads, however in real systems the num-
ber of available huge pages can be limited when system memory
is nearly full and/or fragmented. Thus, huge pages must be used
selectively to back application memory. This work demonstrates
that choosing memory regions that incur the most TLB misses for
huge page promotion best reduces address translation overheads.
We call these regions High reUse TLB-sensitive data (HUBs). Unlike
prior work which relies on expensive per-page software counters to
identify promotion regions, we propose new architectural support
to identify these regions dynamically at application runtime.

We propose a promotion candidate cache (PCC) that identifies
HUB candidates based on hardware page table walks after a last-
level TLB miss. This small, fixed-size structure tracks huge page-
aligned regions (consisting of 𝑁 base pages), ranks them based
on observed page table walk frequency, and only keeps the most
frequently accessed ones. Evaluated on applications of variousmem-
ory intensity, our approach successfully identifies application pages
incurring the highest address translation overheads. Our approach
demonstrates that with the help of a PCC, the OS only needs to
promote 4% of the application footprint to achieve more than 75%
of the peak achievable performance, yielding 1.19-1.33× speedups
over 4KB base pages alone. In real systems where memory is typ-
ically fragmented, the PCC outperforms Linux’s page promotion
policy by 14% (when 50% of total memory is fragmented) and 16%
(when 90% of total memory is fragmented) respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Increasingly large application memory footprints are becoming
problematic for modern virtual memory hierarchies as they incur
high address translation overheads that can limit overall workload
throughput. Specifically, irregular memory access patterns in ap-
plications cause high translation lookaside buffer (TLB) miss rates.
While TLB miss rates can be reduced by modifying the TLB size,
changing organization, or replacement policies [12, 42], these solu-
tions do not scale with large increases in memory size. Modern TLB
organizations still cover only a fraction of the total system memory
in production systems [48]. A cost-effective alternative is to utilize
huge pages [8], which map large, e.g. 2MB on x86, contiguous re-
gions of virtual memory to contiguous regions of physical memory,
increasing individual TLB entry coverage.

Fig. 1 presents a performance comparison when using 4KB pages
for all data (black) vs. 2MB pages for all data (blue) vs. greedy huge
page allocation in a system with 50% fragmented memory (orange)
while running a variety of applications selected to show varying
levels of sensitivity to huge pages. In all cases, huge pages provide
measurable performance improvements with speedups as high as
2× (geomean 1.3×), and TLB miss rate reduction by 2.9× on aver-
age. However, this ideal performance is rarely achieved in practice.
When Linux greedily allocates Transparent Huge Pages (THPs)
while memory is 50% fragmented, its performance rarely exceeds
the performance of using base pages alone. Many database ap-
plications also often suffer performance degradation when using
huge pages [7, 10, 13, 20, 40, 43, 49, 50, 53, 57, 62, 65]. Several fac-
tors contribute to this. First, huge pages require additional time to
prepare and map into an application’s memory space compared
to base pages [21, 60, 63]. Second, aggressive use of huge pages
can bloat an application’s memory footprint, wasting precious free
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Figure 1: TLBmiss rate and application performance compar-
ison under various page sizes and Linux’s default huge page
promotion policy. 2MB pages have significant performance
potential, however, Linux’s greedy THP allocation fails to
achieve this performance in the presence of just 50%memory
fragmentation.

memory [29, 44]. Last, memory pressure can limit the availabil-
ity of large contiguous regions of physical memory to form huge
pages [45, 66].

Modern operating systems such as Linux handle these issues
inefficiently. This is because Linux lacks knowledge of individual
application behavior and cannot classify application data pages
by TLB sensitivities, despite its continuous effort to lower huge
page performance pitfalls (e.g. removing huge page creation at
page fault time, demoting underutilized huge pages, and adding
anti-fragmentation mechanisms). When system memory pressure
is high, limited huge pages are not allocated optimally to prioritize
TLB-sensitive data, hampering performance gains and wasting CPU
effort to create huge pages with low utility [37].

Prior works have aimed to improve on Linux’s aggressive al-
location policy by adding heuristics about page regions to huge
page promotion decisions [29, 39, 44, 68]. The OS monitors page us-
age (including recording, aggregating, and resetting data about all
pages present in the system), incurring significant overheads which
degrade both kernel and application performance. Additionally,
because tracking rich data information requires expensive per-page
storage overheads and using too much memory for such data is
always a concern, most proposals only use 1-2 bits, which do not
provide the desirable high resolution on page activity.

To minimize page tracking overheads, enrich page activity in-
formation, and improve OS huge page management, we propose a
hardware-OS co-design: the hardware tracks page utilization and
ranks huge page promotion candidates for high precision and low
overheads, while the OS continues to make huge page promotion
decisions for maximum flexibility. Our work discovers a strong
correlation between page reuse distance and the performance im-
provement brought by promoting these pages to huge pages. By
utilizing our hardware-tracked reuse information, Linux is able to

identify huge page promotion candidates faster, more precisely, and
with lower overheads than when using software-only approaches.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We develop a new characterization of memory access pat-
terns using page reuse distance at different page sizes, which
identifies huge page candidates whose promotions will im-
prove TLB miss rates the most.

• We design a novel hardware promotion candidate cache (PCC)
to track huge page (2MB)-aligned regions that collectively
incur the most page table walks from constituent base page
accesses. This tracking information serves as a proxy of our
access pattern characterization.

• We decouple OS page promotion decisions from page data
tracking performed by the PCC to relieve the OS from scan-
ning overheads and enable quicker promotion of candidates,
especially when the system is under memory pressure and
huge page resources are limited.

• We implement this approach in the Linux v5.15 kernel based
on offline PCC simulation and perform real-system perfor-
mance evaluations. We demonstrate single-thread speedups
of 1.19-1.33× over base pages alone, achieving 69-77% of ide-
alized huge page performance while requiring only 1-4% of
the application memory footprint be backed by huge pages.
When memory is 50% and 90% fragmented, the PCC outper-
forms Linux by 1.14× and 1.16×, respectively. The PCC con-
cept is alsomultithread- andmultiprocess-friendly, achieving
1.07-1.18× and 1.07-1.15× speedups respectively.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Hardware support for multiple page sizes in systems dates back
nearly three decades [63]. However, OS techniques to transparently
manage the use of huge pages is much more recent [35]. Today,
most modern operating systems, including Linux and FreeBSD,
are equipped with some variation of one or more levels of huge
page support. In this work, without loss of generality, we focus on
Linux’s huge page management policy and its implementation and
drawbacks.

2.1 Linux’s Existing Huge Page Policies
In Linux, a user can explicitly manage huge pages via the hugetlbfs
library [33] or the OS can automatically manage them via Trans-
parent HugePage (THP) support [35]. The latter allows users to
seamlessly execute applications without the source code modifica-
tions, manual management of huge page reservations, or memory
allocation API interceptions that hugetlbfs requires. Linux performs
THP promotion of 4KB pages to 2MB huge pages in two ways:
synchronously upon the first access to a huge page region and asyn-
chronously via the kernel daemon, khugepaged, that runs in the
background while applications are executing on the system.

Synchronous Promotion: In Linux, the first access to amemory
region results in a page fault to back the virtual address range with
a physical page. Linux leverages this opportunity to allocate the
region of memory as a 2MB huge page rather than a 4KB base page.
It checks the huge page eligibility of the faulting virtual address,
then allocates a 2MB huge page in physical memory to back the
virtual address if possible. This aggressive huge page allocation
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policy can have a beneficial prefetching effect by preemptively
faulting in additional memory beyond just 4KB. However, this
can also lead to memory bloat, thus wasting free memory, if the
additional page data allocated does not end up being accessed [29,
44]. To alleviate this problem, Linux provides settings that can be
configured via madvise, so that a user has direct control (using the
MADV_HUGEPAGE flag) over which memory allocations are backed
by huge pages. Unfortunately, this increases code complexity and
similar to Linux’s aggressive policy, performance improvement
depends on the availability of free huge pages.

Furthermore, backing a newly touched pagewith a huge page can
incur a longer page fault latency because 512× data (2MB vs. 4KB)
needs to be zeroed and huge page allocation might take a much
longer time if no huge page is readily available. Because Linux
needs to reclaim in-use pages and compact memory, this process
can dramatically lengthen page fault time [40, 53]. In reality, huge
page allocations that typically take less than 1 second can spike to
90 seconds [21].

Asynchronous Promotion: To avoid lengthy page fault time
in synchronous huge page allocation, Linux provides a daemon
called khugepaged to promote huge pages system-wide and asyn-
chronously from application execution. This daemon periodically
scans virtual memory regions for matching physically contiguous
2MB regions that it can promote. System administrators can tune
khugepaged to be more or less aggressive or they can configure
via madvise which memory regions can be promoted. However,
determining the settings that might benefit an application the most
or deciding whether to use khugepaged globally across applications
in a machine is difficult at best.

Huge Page Demotion:When a huge page is no longer mapped
as a whole, Linux demotes the page by first splitting it into 512 4KB
base pages when memory pressure is high and then updating page
table entries to point to the new split pages so that unmapped 4KB
pages can be reclaimed. This avoids huge page capacity underuti-
lization. In addition, if a huge page is swapped out, it is split into
base pages, which are faulted back in individually instead of as a
huge page.

2.2 Prior Work on Huge Page Promotion
To address Linux’s huge page management inefficiencies, prior
research has aimed to strike a balance between performance, OS
overheads, andmemory bloat [28, 29, 39, 44, 46, 68]. To remove huge
page creation from the application execution’s critical path, these
works have proposed software techniques such as page pre-zeroing,
huge page pre-allocation, user-directed promotion, and asynchro-
nous huge page creation [58]. These works utilize software-based
page monitoring, such as huge page region utilization, to guide
asynchronous promotion and demotion decisions.

For example, HawkEye [44] proposes an access coverage metric
that counts the number of base pages accessed within a huge page
region, within a predefined interval (1 second of tracking). It then
categorizes all huge page regions into buckets that are stored in
linked lists (for dynamic addition/removal of a region) based on
their base page access coverage count, ranging from 0 to 512. Re-
gions with coverage counts of 0-49 are placed in bucket 0, 50-99 in
bucket 1, and so on. HawkEye prioritizes regions in bucket 9 (access

coverage count is 450-512) for promotion and works backwards
through buckets as it promotes data.

While effective for some applications, decisions to trigger pro-
motion and demotion processes using heuristics rely on specific
tunable thresholds that may not be suitable for a wide variety of
applications. Furthermore, these solutions require the OS to record,
aggregate, and reset data about all pages present in the system,
which can incur significant tracking and scanning overheads that
degrade both kernel and application performance. Most proposals,
including HawkEye, only use 1-2 bits within the struct page struc-
ture maintained by the Linux kernel for physical page metadata
(64B per page) due to storage limits [27, 29, 39, 68]. These bits do
not provide the desirable high resolution on page activity. When
running HawkEye in a system with 256GB of RAM for example,
the OS must mark, monitor, and scan across access coverage data
from 64 million pages. Even if this data itself comprises a small
percentage of system memory, it spans across 4GB total of struct
page metadata. Thus, scanning it continually significantly impacts
application performance. It is due to these tracking and scanning
overheads that Hawkeye’s promotion process must sleep for 30 sec-
onds between 1-second measurement intervals (scanning a limited
number of pages) to alleviate OS-level overheads.

3 PROMOTION CANDIDATE CACHE
This work builds upon state of the art by recognizing the value
of hardware-assisted page promotion. This section describes new
hardware support that alleviates the storage and kernel overheads
of tracking and selecting huge page candidates, outperforming prior
software-only solutions.

3.1 Characterizing Page-Level Reuse
To understand how virtual memory performance is impacted by
different page sizes, we first study page access patterns and the
corresponding TLB hit rates. We study 8 applications (further de-
scribed in Sec. 4) that vary in memory demands to capture a wide
spectrum of datacenter workloads. We analyze page reuse distance,
i.e. the number of accesses to other pages between two accesses to
a given page (4KB or 2MB), which reveals that for many applica-
tions there are three distinct categories of memory reuse occurring
within the virtual memory hierarchy.

(a) TLB-Friendly Accesses: These accesses exhibit high spatial
and/or temporal locality, e.g. sequential accesses. The correspond-
ing pages can have low or average reuse distances when the page
size is 4KB, but all have high TLB hit rates. Because the base page
size already achieves good TLB performance, there is little addi-
tional benefit of using huge pages.

(2) High-Reuse TLB-Sensitive Accesses: These accesses ex-
hibit low spatial and temporal locality with 4KB base pages but
exhibit good locality at the 2MB granularity. This behavior often
manifests in sparse data access patterns that have reuse. For exam-
ple, the frequency of pointer indirect accesses to vertex neighbor
data in graph applications correlates with vertex degree [14, 36].
These accesses are TLB-unfriendly at base page level (page reuse
distance is too high for pages to be retained in the existing TLB hi-
erarchy) yet they have good/low reuse at the huge page level (their
huge page translations will be well cached). Thus, these regions are
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Figure 2: Characterization of data accessed based on page
reuse distance with 2MB vs. 4KB pages, running BFS on a
Kronecker network. HUBs (blue) have low TLB hit rates with
4KB pages, but high TLB hit rates with 2MB.

the best promotion candidates because they are likely to achieve
higher TLB hit rates when backed by huge pages. We refer to these
regions as HUBs (High-reUse TLB-sensitive data) and these pages
are the ones we attempt to identify with our proposed solution.

(3) Low-Reuse TLB-Sensitive Accesses: These accesses ex-
hibit such little locality that even with huge pages, accesses are still
too infrequent to benefit from the additional coverage provided.
Page reuse distance remains high regardless of the page size. Con-
sequently, the OS should not prioritize these pages for promotion.

Fig. 2 visualizes these three types of access patterns bymeasuring
the average reuse distance of each page accessed when running
Breadth First Search on a power-law network using 4KB base pages
and 2MB pages respectively. For each 4KB page, we plot the reuse
distance of the 2MB region it falls in (y-axis) against its 4KB reuse
distance (x-axis). In this example, we consider a “low” reuse distance
as less than 1024, a common number of entries in a CPU’s second-
level TLB [23]. Pages with reuse distances lower than this are likely
retained in the TLB hierarchy because of their temporal locality.
Thus, page-size agnostic TLB-friendly accesses (green) appear on
the left of the scatterplot (low 4KB page reuse distances), HUBs
(blue) appear in the lower right, and low-reuse accesses (red) appear
in the upper right.

Based on these observations, it is clear that an ideal promotion
candidate tracking structure should ignore pages for which there is
already good TLB locality, and differentiate between the remaining
pages to identify HUBs, data for which a huge page upgrade will
improve the TLB hit rate.

3.2 Capturing Reuse Distance in Hardware
In practice, calculating page reuse distance requires recording all
page accesses. Software cannot obtain the information without
incurring significant overheads, e.g. making every memory access
trigger a software fault. Thus, prior works approximate this by
sampling pages using hardware access bits, but even sampling has
a nontrivial amount of overhead. We propose using hardware to
directly capture page reuse information, addressing the major short-
comings of prior work. This hardware has two primary features.

First, while prior approaches track page information for all pages
in the system, our design avoids tracking pages with TLB-friendly
accesses to significantly reduce the amount of page data to track and

scan. Our approach filters out these TLB-friendly accesses (green
in Fig. 2) because it only checks page accesses missed in the whole
TLB hierarchy, i.e. page accesses that result in page table walks. We
place our hardware after the last-level TLBs to achieve this.

Second, many prior works rely on huge page region utilization
(the number of base pages accessed within a huge page region) to
guide promotion decisions. This incurs significant storage overhead.
Instead, we use per-huge page region page table walk frequency as
this metric can distinguish HUBs (blue) from pages with low reuse
in 4KB that also have low reuse in 2MB (red).

We propose a promotion candidate cache (PCC) to track pages at
the 2MB/1GB granularity and identify huge page regions frequently
associated with page table walks as these regions are most likely to
benefit from promotion. The PCC is designed to be a small, fully-
associative structure whose sole responsibility is to assist the OS
with page size promotion decisions. It operates in parallel with
page table walks and the retrieval of page table mappings to fill the
TLBs, not on an application execution’s critical path.

The left side of Fig. 3 details the overall virtual memory hardware
datapath including the PCC. When a memory request to a 4KB page
from the CPU misses in the TLB hierarchy, it triggers a hardware
walk through the hierarchical page tables (1). Intel CPUs set an
access bit in each page table hierarchy entry from L4 to L1 when any
page from the sub-tree pointed by the entry is accessed [25]. Our
approach leverages these access bits to identify page table walks
incurred by cold TLB misses. To avoid polluting the PCC with cold
misses (and potentially filling the PCC with data accessed in a TLB-
friendly manner), our design checks the access bit(s) when a page
table walk occurs and inserts data into the PCC only if the bit(s)
are already set. If the hardware supports 1GB pages, the page table
walker first reaches the Page Global Directory (PGD) (2), checks
the access bit of the 1GB region accessed (3), and updates the 1GB
PCC (Sec. 3.2.3 describes this in detail) (4). Once the page table
walk reaches the Page Middle Directory (PMD) (5), the access bit is
checked (6). If the bit is already set, then the PCC is accessed with
the tag of the 2MB virtual address prefix (7), as this 2MB region
can be permitted into the PCC.

3.2.1 PCC Structure, Function, and Overheads. The right side of
Fig. 3 details PCC operation. When the PCC is accessed with a 2MB
virtual address prefix, its frequency, stored as an 𝑁 -bit saturating
counter is updated. If the access results in a hit, then the frequency
simply increments. Otherwise, a victim is evicted if the PCC is full,
and the new 2MB virtual address prefix (a huge page promotion
candidate) is inserted with frequency 0. The PCC implements a
decay function for frequency; whenever the frequency counter
saturates for any given tag, all counters are halved to maintain their
relative order. Note that in the PCC design, the frequency is the
data field for each tag.

PCC Replacement Policy: Ideally all HUBs are backed by huge
pages, however, due to the costly nature of huge page creation,
the OS can only create so many huge pages at a given time. Thus,
promotion candidates ultimately need to be ranked in a priority
list so that huge page regions that will eliminate the most TLB
misses are promoted first. The most intuitive replacement policy to
is to use a Least Frequently Used (LFU) ranking of the PCC data.
Performing this sorting within the PCC can save the OS from a
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significant effort. However, a perfect implementation of this policy,
which must scan and reorder all PCC data, complicates the PCC
design and implementation compared to a simpler policy, such
as Least Recently Used (LRU), which may not as accurately sort
promotion candidates based on their frequency.

In our experiments we did not find replacement policy changes
to have significant impact on performance because the PCC size
is sufficiently large to capture the HUBs that have a large impact
on application runtime. In fact, there are often many entries in the
PCC with a frequency of 0 and thus LFU (with LRU as a tiebreaker)
and LRU select the same victims for eviction. Thus, we opt for the
simpler policy. However, in scenarios where the footprint of the
HUBs far exceeds the PCC capacity and causes thrashing, the PCC
still tremendously helps huge page promotion by providing local
optimal candidates instead of global ones until all candidates are
promoted. An optimized replacement policy as well support for
huge page demotion (see Sec. 3.3.3) can mitigate this. We leave this
exploration for future work.

PCC Overheads: Each entry in the 2MB PCC stores a 40-bit
tag (2MB virtual address prefix) and an 8-bit frequency, totaling
6B. With a 128-entry 2MB PCC, this results in 768B of storage for
the tags and data combined. For an 8-entry 1GB PCC (see details
in Sec. 3.2.3), each entry stores a 31-bit tag (1GB virtual address
prefix) and 8-bit frequency, totaling 40B. Note that the total amount
of PCC storage, i.e. 808B, would only afford 50 additional TLB
entries, assuming 16B per TLB entry (8B for the virtual address +
8B for the physical address). With a 1024-entry L2 TLB, this only
increases TLB coverage by 5%, whereas spending the same amount
of hardware to identify pages worth promoting can enable 64K
(128× 512) 4KB pages to be identified as promotion candidates into
2MB pages, a much better value proposition.

We use Cacti 7.0 [41] to obtain upper bound estimates for area,
power, and timing. We model each PCC as a 768B fully-associative
cache and measure the area to be 0.0019mm2 (less than 1% of the L1
data cache area), the dynamic energy per PCC access as 0.0105nJ

(13% of the L1 data cache access energy), and the access latency of
the PCC as 0.5ns (37% of the L1 data cache access latency), which
equates to about 2 cycles on our evaluation machine. We also note
that the PCC is only accessed following a page table walk. For a
given core, walk latencies are serialized and can span hundreds
of cycles, which separate consecutive accesses to the PCC. Thus,
PCC operation latencies are negligible and the PCC can afford full
associativity to avoid all conflict misses.

3.2.2 Per Core vs Shared PCCs. In a multicore setting, multiple
threads may perform memory accesses within the same (single
process) or different (multiprocess) virtual address spaces. Because
the number of huge pages depends on the amount and state of
physical memory, the OS must be able to manage these different
address spaces in order to create huge pagemappings that maximize
application performance. To assist with this process, there are two
choices for the placement of the PCC design.

A single global PCC shared across all cores in the system can
track and organize the globally most frequently accessed HUBs.
This effectively places the responsibility of aggregating data from
multiple cores on the hardware. While this prevents the OS from
needing to perform any aggregation or sorting, this design decision
introduces additional PCC hardware complexity. First, multiple
page table walks can result in simultaneous updates to a single
structure. Second, this requires the PCC to be much larger in order
to support the memory footprint of the HUBs for all applications
running on the system. Third, a single centralized structure must
be accessed across growing chip footprints. Finally, a user or the OS
may want to bias certain processes, i.e. prioritize data for specific
applications for page size promotion. If the hardware manages the
global ranking of all huge page candidate data, then it needs to be
aware of such bias, which also involves additional complexity.

Conversely, using a local PCC per core significantly reduces
hardware complexity. Each core has its own TLB hierarchy so the
corresponding PCC tracks the huge page regions that incur page
table walks the most. This design choice allows PCCs to remain
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fairly small, since a PCC only needs to capture the HUBs for a
single core and large application memory footprints are typically
divided amongst multiple cores. The OS then becomes responsible
for aggregating and sorting the promotion candidate information
from each core before performing promotions.

3.2.3 1GB Page Support. As modern datasets continue to grow in
size, 1GB pages are becoming increasingly important and gaining
support in modern hardware [54, 56]. There are two ways the PCC
design can be extended to support 1GB pages (or another page size)
with the addition of a smaller PCC that tracks the frequency of
page table walks at the 1GB granularity. These page table walks can
arise from 4KB or 2MB page accesses, where the latter indicates
that the 2MB page size is not sufficiently preventing last-level TLB
misses.

To determine whether to promote 4KB pages that comprise a
1GB region with a high collective page table walk frequency, the
OS can compare the 2MB and 1GB PCC frequencies. That is, if
the frequency in a 2MB PCC entry is at least 512× less than the
frequency in the corresponding entry in the 1GB PCC, then 1GB is
a more suitable page size, as it would likely eliminate more page
table walks. If a 1GB page promotion candidate comprises both 4KB
and 2MB regions, then the entire region is collectively promoted
into a 1GB page.

Alternatively, this smaller 1GB PCC can track only 2MB huge
pages (data that have already been promoted) that frequently incur
page table walks at the 1GB granularity. Such data are not only
poorly served by the 2MB page size (frequent page table walks),
but also exhibit high temporal locality at the 1GB granularity and
thus can further benefit from another promotion. This is a direct
extension of determining when to promote 4KB pages into 2MB and
requires the hardware to have knowledge of which 2MB regions
tracked in the PCC correspond to data that have already been
promoted.

3.3 Operating System Integration
Operating systems manage memory resources, including huge page
promotion and demotion, but they lack application page utilization
information to make optimal page size decisions. Prior work has
shown that software-only page monitoring introduces significant
runtime overheads. Our proposed PCC design is able to minimize
these overheads. The PCC assists the OS with promotion decisions,
removing the burden of tracking and scanning from the OS while
still providing flexibility about when and what high-utility pages
to promote. In our OS integration with the PCC, we aim to opti-
mize huge page utility, that is, promote as few huge pages while
eliminating as many TLB misses as possible.

OS Behavior: Fig. 4 presents an overview of how the OS lever-
ages the PCC to select huge page promotion candidates. The con-
tents of the PCC can be periodically written into a designated region
of physical memory accessible by a device driver or read directly on
demand. This data is written in the same order as the priority list
maintained by the PCC. When the PCC is full or after a preset time
period, the CPU dumps PCC content to the designated memory
region and initiates a software interrupt. The OS then reads the data
from the memory region (A) and selects 𝑁 huge page candidates
from the data to promote (B). Unlike prior works where the OS

C Periodic OS-Driven Huge Page 
Selection and Promotion

Read PCC data (candidates) A

Select N candidates B

Perform promotions (TLB
shootdowns invalidate
promoted data from PCC)

C

PCC

A

C

0x8A3149B7, 250 
0x8A314980, 232
...
0x000023BF, 23

N
candidates
B

Flushed 
data

OS promotes candidates

Figure 4: Overview of how the OS periodically reads PCC
data to select 𝑁 candidates for huge page promotion. The 𝑁
candidates are invalidated from the PCC by TLB shootdowns
during promotions.

may need to scan several GB of page data, the PCC aggregates page
data together in a single, smaller region of memory that is simpler
and quicker for the OS to scan. OS developers can design their own
policies to inform how the OS selects the 𝑁 candidates. Last, the
OS performs the promotions, which cause TLB shootdowns (C).
When any TLB shootdown occurs, whether due to promotion or
another process such as page migration, the corresponding huge
page region, if it exists in the PCC, is invalidated from the PCC.

Normally, a TLB shootdown invalidates page table entries and the
OS does not promote regions with invalid entries. Promotion can oc-
cur before invalidations (serialized by the page table lock), wasting
effort, but this is rare. Either (1) a TLB shootdown invalidates PCC
entries or (2) the OS promotion thread triggers a TLB shootdown
that invalidates PCC entries (promoted candidates). Since there is
only one OS promotion thread (or multiple with a PCC lock for
exclusive candidate access), no stale promotion candidate can exist.

3.3.1 Promotion Frequency. The OS has direct control over when
and which pages to promote. It can operate as frequently as de-
sired, as long as the time to perform promotions does not exceed
the promotion interval. The PCC determines the maximum num-
ber of pages the OS can promote at a given time. Given that most
modern machines have around 32 cores and each PCC can store
up to 𝐶 = 128 candidates (256MB of coverage per core), the OS
is not limited in practice. Our policy by default has the OS pro-
mote 𝐶 pages per interval (shared across all PCCs), where 𝐶 is the
individual PCC size. However, the user can write to a kernel param-
eter, regions_to_promote, to control the number of promotions
occuring per interval. In our empirical evaluations, we find this
promotion interval to be sufficient (detailed in Sec. 5). However,
this interval can be tuned, either by a user or automatically by the
OS, based on application memory consumption or system memory
pressure.

3.3.2 Multiple Threads and Process Fairness. We choose to place
the responsibility of promotion candidate data aggregation on the
OS. With many PCCs, the OS has a variety of options with respect
to how it prioritizes candidates for promotion. The most fair pol-
icy is a round-robin policy. However, this policy assumes that all
threads have similar memory usage and benefit equally from huge
pages, which is often not the case. A potentially higher performing
alternative is to prioritize the candidates with the highest frequency
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values, as these candidates have incurred the most page table walks.
This is more expensive for the OS (comparing up to 𝐶 frequencies
at once, where the system has 𝐶 cores), but may pay off in terms
of performance. We evaluate both policies in Sec. 5. To bias the
promotion process, the user can write a value (0 = round-robin, 1 =
highest PCC frequency) to a kernel parameter, promotion_policy.

Allowing Process Bias: A user or the OS often wants to pri-
oritize the performance of a specific application or process. In
this case, the OS should also prioritize huge pages for the process
by promoting data for it until there are no more promotion can-
didates left (as tracked in the PCC(s)), before trying to promote
pages for other processes. The user can write to a kernel parameter,
promotion_bias_process, the process ID(s) to prioritize. The OS,
which knows about process information and associated PCC data,
can then adjust its promotion priority list accordingly, e.g. highest
PCC frequency or round robin amongst the biased processes if
there is more than one. In the future this mechanism should be
standardized with OS control and resource groups.

3.3.3 Page Demotion. When memory pressure is high, huge page
resources become very limited for new huge page creation. In such
scenarios, these resources should be utilized for the data that ben-
efits the most from promotions. If existing huge pages no longer
benefit the data they back, e.g. the data becomes cold, it is necessary
to demote them to free up contiguous memory regions and promote
candidates that can offer more performance improvement when
backed with huge pages.

The PCC can help identify demotion candidates by searching
for huge pages (data already promoted) that incur more page table
walks than others. If a 2MB page incurs page table walks with high
frequency, then the page size is not suitable and either the page
should be promoted to 1GB or demoted to 4KB if promotion is
not possible and promoting another 2MB region can yield better
performance. The OS has knowledge of which data have been
promoted and when scanning the data from the PCC, it locates
poorly used 2MB pages. When memory pressure is high and 1GB
page promotion is infeasible, it can compare this page with other
promotion candidates to decide whether to demote the page or not.

Furthermore, if a 2MB huge page is rarely accessed, the PCC
might not see this page and could lose demotion opportunities. In
this case, the OS needs to assist in determining demotion candidates
with huge page access information. For example, the existing Linux
multi-generation LRU algorithm can identify cold pages [34]. We
leave OS-assisted demotion to future work.

Application Phases: For some applications, data may be fre-
quently accessed in one phase and infrequently in another. Pages
that were promoted before a program phase change may later no
longer need to exist as huge pages, in which case it can be particu-
larly valuable to demote cold data. In our workloads this phasing
is not significant. We evaluate demotion in the context of memory
pressure, but leave more intelligent demotion candidate selection
that benefits multi-phase applications for future work.

4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
This work evaluates a variety of applications that exhibit vary-
ing TLB sensitivity, including irregular graph algorithms Breadth
First Search, Single Source Shortest Paths, and PageRank based

Table 1: Evaluation Applications and Inputs

Application Input Nodes Edges Footprint

Breadth First
Search (BFS)

Kronecker 25
Twitter

Sd1 Web

34M
53M
95M

1.05B
1.94B
1.96B

10GB
17GB
19GB

Single Source
Shortest
Paths (SSSP)

Kronecker 25
Twitter

Sd1 Web

34M
53M
95M

1.05B
1.94B
1.96B

19GB
34GB
38GB

PageRank
(PR)

Kronecker 25
Twitter

Sd1 Web

34M
53M
95M

1.05B
1.94B
1.96B

10GB
17GB
19GB

Suite Application Input Size Footprint

PARSEC canneal
dedup native 98MB

672MB
860MB
838MB

SPEC2017
mcf

omnetpp
xalancbmk

native
3.2MB
18MB
56MB

5GB
252MB
427MB

Table 2: Evaluation System Parameters

Processor Intel Xeon CPU E5-2667 v3 @ 3.20 GHz
2 sockets, 8 cores/socket, 2 threads/core

OS CentOS 7 - Linux v5.15

L1 D-TLB
4KB: 64 entries, 4-way set associativity
2MB: 32 entries, 4-way set associativity
1GB: 4 entries, 4-way set associativity

L1 I-TLB 4KB: 64 entries, 8-way set associativity
2MB: 8 entries, full set associativity

L2 TLB 4KB&2MB: 1024 entries, 8-way set associativity
Memory 64GB DDR4 (per socket), 2 NUMA nodes

2MB PCC
Per Core: 128 entries, full set associativity

40-bit tags, 8-bit frequency counters
Up to 128 promotions every 30 seconds

on implementations from the GAP benchmark suite [4], as well
as memory-bound workloads from the PARSEC [5] and SPEC2017
benchmark suites [6, 30, 61]. Because graph application behavior
is typically dataset-dependent, we evaluate each graph workload
on synthetic power-law (Kronecker 25), real-world social (Twit-
ter), and real-world web (Sd1 Arc) networks. Data preprocessing,
particularly degree-based grouping (DBG) [14], has been shown to
improve baseline on-chip cache and TLB performance by coalesc-
ing frequently accessed data to occupy the same cachelines or TLB
entries [15, 37]. We report results for each of our 3 graph workloads
as the geomean performance of both sorted and unsorted networks,
totalling 6 datasets for each graph workload. Table 1 summarizes
the applications, datasets, and workload memory footprints we
evaluate.
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Simulation and Real-System Infrastructures: To accurately
capture PCC hardware behavior, our evaluation is a two-step pro-
cess consisting of first, offline hardware simulation to capture the
4KB virtual address regions that incur themost page table walks and
model promotion of these regions, and second, online real-system
performance evaluation that includes OS behavior and overheads.

In the first step, we model and simulate the behavior of the CPU’s
data TLB hierarchy (L1 and L2 TLBs), so that the PCC receives all
page table walk information. We use Intel’s Pin tool [26] to extract
memory accesses during application execution and input these
accesses into the simulated TLBs. The PCC tracks 2MB-aligned
regions (where the tags are 2MB virtual address prefixes) that miss
in the last-level TLB, as described in Sec. 3.2. Within the simulation,
a periodic “promotion” process takes place every 30 seconds (cali-
brated based on number of memory accesses per second observed
in each application), extracting promotion candidates from the PCC
and removing them as if they have been promoted. We use the
same time interval as HawkEye [44] for a fair performance compar-
ison. During TLB+PCC simulation, the PCC candidate addresses as
well as the time when they are promoted are recorded in a trace
file. Tab. 2 summarizes details about the PCC parameters used in
simulation.

In the second step, the OS reads from the promotion candidate
address trace as if real hardware provided the data. The candidate
addresses identified by the PCC are used by the OS promotion logic
at the correct time during workload execution. A low-overhead
background thread performs userspace promotion system calls from
a Linux v5.15 kernel that we modified to support synchronous huge
page promotion after pages fault in. The system call we introduced
takes as input a range of data (formatted as a base address and
offset) to synchronously promote, i.e. try to promote immediately.
This is invoked in a similar fashion to madvise(), but is distinct in
how the kernel operates; the kernel asynchronously scans ranges
of data provided by madvise() and may not attempt to promote
the data immediately after the system call is invoked. This new
support is similar to a recent kernel patchset from Google allowing
userspace promotions for experimental purposes [58]. The simu-
lation does not need to consider physical memory, but promoted
virtual addresses must match in simulation and real-system eval-
uation. We set the randomize_va_space kernel parameter to 0 to
guarantee deterministic virtual address assignment [2] and ensure
real-system evaluations operate on the same regions captured in
simulation.

This two-step process emulates a system setup with a hardware
PCC identifying profitable promotion candidates and the OS period-
ically consuming the candidate information to perform promotions.
This demonstrates the real-system effect of these promotions, in-
cluding all page promotion overheads.

We perform our experiments on a 2-socket machine using Intel
Xeon processors and 128GB of total RAM, while running Linux
kernel v5.15. Table 2 provides detailed information about the sys-
tem and simulation parameters. Memory access latency can differ
when accessing local vs. remote NUMA nodes and Linux’s default
allocation policy can result in variable application runtimes for the
same huge page configuration. To eliminate this effect and mini-
mize non-determinism in our results, we use the numactl library
and invoke the –membind and –physcpubind flags [31, 32] to bind

the process(es) to CPU(s) on NUMA node 1 and all memory alloca-
tions within that NUMA node. We also store graph data in tmpfs on
the remote NUMA node instead of loading from disk to eliminate
the NUMA impact on the page cache. We measure runtime perfor-
mance of an application as the workload’s elapsed wall clock time
after one full execution, and report the results of the geomean of 3
executions. Collectively, all of these measures eliminate experimen-
tal noise. Observed differences in performance from existing works
may arise from evaluation setup, e.g. executing the application only
once instead of repeatedly, where performance overheads may be
amortized.

Performance Utility Curve: To measure how well our ap-
proach optimizes huge page selection across different huge page
availability in a system, we evaluate performance while limiting
the number of huge pages used to back 𝑁% of the total applica-
tion memory footprint, where 𝑁 ranges from 0 (baseline), 1, 2, 4,
..., 64, ~100%, totaling 9 data points per utility curve. The ~100%
configuration represents promotions occurring until 100% of all
huge page candidates tracked in the PCC are promoted (the most
aggressive case for our approach). However, the PCC might not
have visibility of 100% of the total application footprint since TLB-
friendly accesses may never experience page table walks. The utility
curve demonstrates the effect of memory pressure or fragmenta-
tion limiting huge page resources and shows the effective utility of
promoting additional huge pages in each application.

5 RESULTS AND EVALUATION
This section presents our real-system performance evaluation of
promoting pages recommended by the PCC in single-threaded,
multi-threaded, and multiprocess settings. In all experiments, the
baseline configuration uses 4KB base pages only, while the ideal
performance is achieved by allocating all application memory with
huge pages (no memory pressure).

5.1 Single Thread Performance
We first present evaluation results where the PCC is dedicated to a
single thread application running on one core.

Runtime Performance: Fig. 5 presents a comparison of the per-
formance utility curves with our PCC approach (blue) andHawkEye
(red), the state of the art in software-based huge page management,
for 8 irregular applications (described in Sec. 4). The top figure
shows workload speedup as the number of huge pages used ranges
from 0, 1, 2, ..., 64, ~100% of the application memory footprint (as
explained in Sec. 4). The black line above each curve represents the
peak achievable performance with huge pages (all application data
backed by huge pages), while the dotted green and orange lines
represent realistic performance evaluations of Linux’s policy when
memory is 50% and 90% fragmented, respectively.

For graph applications with larger memory footprints, our ap-
proach achieves 1.19-1.33× speedups over 4KB base pages (69-77%
of the ideal performance) when backing just 1-4% of the applica-
tion footprint with huge pages. The remaining applications are less
TLB-sensitive. dedup and mcf, which are optimized for low cache
miss rates, exhibit negligible sensitivity. However, our approach
does not hurt TLB-insensitive applications and due to its negligible
overheads, it can be enabled in a general-purpose system.
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Figure 5: Single-thread runtime performance (top) and PTW rate (bottom) utility curve comparison between using a PCC (blue)
and HawkEye (red). Each line plots performance when huge pages back 0, 1, 2, 4, ..., 64, ~100% of the application footprint. For
all applications, the PCC approach outperforms HawkEye due to its hardware assistance.

For all applications our approach outperforms HawkEye because
HawkEye faces two key issues. First, while its access coverage
metric should favor HUBs (multiple sparse accesses can span across
a single huge page region within a page scanning period), this fully-
software approach cannot identify HUBs quickly enough because
it is limited by the number of pages it can scan during each period.
More specifically, within a scanning interval HawkEye scans the
same number of pages as khugepaged, i.e. 4096 (covering 8 huge
page regions), and therefore cannot perform as many promotions
as the PCC (up to 128) during a given interval.

Second, HawkEye’s metric loses out on performance opportu-
nity because it only records whether or not a base page is used
(no access or TLB miss frequency) and only considers the spatial
distribution of accesses across a huge page region. Regardless of
how distributed page accesses or TLB misses are within a huge
page region, the collective page table walk frequency of the region
is a good indicator of how many TLB misses can be saved from pro-
motion. For example, a huge page region may only be 25% utilized,
but a significant number of TLB misses leading to thousands of
page table walk (PTW) cycles may occur to these 25% of base pages.
Promoting this huge page region can avoid the TLB misses and
PTW cycles. HawkEye ignores this opportunity since the utilization
of the huge page region is below its promotion threshold. The PCC
approach can identify such regions using PTW frequency informa-
tion. Furthermore, promotion frequency or the OS policy can be
tuned based on workload demands to determine the number of PCC
entries to promote based on collective frequencies. We observe the
greatest discrepancy in HawkEye vs. PCC candidate selection for
PageRank, where the PCC identifies HUBs faster and better.

Page Table Walk Rates: The bottom of Fig. 5 presents the per-
centage of accesses that result in PTWs, i.e. miss in both TLB levels,
for the PCC approach and HawkEye. In general, PTW rate reduction
strongly correlates with application speedup. Graph applications
exhibit a 18% reduction in PTW rate on average. The plateauing of
PTW rates, which often occurs when 4% of the application footprint
has been promoted, indicates where performance improvements
plateau.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity analysis of the impact of promotion
candidate cache size, ranging from 4 to 1024 entries, on ap-
plication runtime performance for graph applications. Bars
from left to right represent the performance of the baseline,
4-entry PCC, 8-entry PCC, ..., 1024-entry PCC, and the ideal
scenario where all data is backed by huge pages.

Sensitivity Analysis: PCC Size Fig. 6 studies the effect of PCC
size on graph application speedups. Our analysis focuses on these
workloads running on the Kronecker network due to their huge
page sensitivity; the PCC size has little to no impact on irregular
applications that have low TLB miss rates with 4KB pages. In Fig. 6
the PCC size ranges from 4 to 1024 entries (in powers of 2) while the
promotion footprint limit is set to 32% of the application footprint.
For all applications, runtime speedup steadily increases as the PCC
size increases from 4 to 32 entries. Each application has slightly
different diminishing return points with respect to performance
improvements, but for all applications, a 128-entry PCC achieves
the bulk of possible performance improvement. TLB miss rates also
plateau at this size.

5.1.1 Realistic Memory Conditions. Memory fragmentation is a
serious and common cause of memory pressure in datacenters [67].
To demonstrate how the utility curves translate to a realistic sce-
nario, e.g. where memory compaction often takes place to form
contiguous physical memory regions for promotions, we evaluate
the PCC approachwhen systemmemory is 50% and 90% fragmented.
We fragment memory by allocating one non-movable page in every
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Figure 7: Speedup comparisons between 4KB pages, Hawk-
Eye, and the PCC approach with and without demotion when
system memory is 90% fragmented.

2MB-aligned region. Fig. 7 presents speedup comparisons between
4KB pages, HawkEye, Linux’s greedy THP policy, and the PCC
approach with and without PCC-driven demotion for the graph
applications when memory is 90% fragmented. The PCC approach
achieves the best performance, demonstrating 1.22×, 1.15×, and
1.16× speedups over the baseline, HawkEye, and Linux, respectively.
The PCC identifies the few promotion candidates that eliminate the
most TLB misses and therefore even when there are limited huge
page resources, this approach is able to find high-utility candidates.
Conversely, Linux’s greedy policy causes it to allocate huge pages
to data that are not TLB-sensitive and thus it runs out of huge page
resources before it can promote HUBs. HawkEye again is limited
by the number of 4KB pages it can scan during its measurement
period. We observe the same performance trends when memory is
just 50% fragmented, indicating that THP performance gains are
fairly sensitive to fragmentation.

Demotion: We evaluate page demotion using the PCC as de-
scribed in Sec. 3.3.3 to identify huge pages that are no longer well
served by the 2MB size. We observe negligible performance im-
provements with demotion in place because the PCC identifies
high-utility promotion candidates early in application execution
that experience high data reuse throughout execution. This is ex-
emplified in Fig. 5, where there are negligible performance gains
when backing all of the application memory with huge pages as
opposed to only 4%. Thus, even though demotion makes room for
new huge page creations when system memory is fragmented, the
new huge pages do not have as high utility in these applications.

5.2 Single Process, Multithread Performance
We evaluate our approach on multi-threaded applications, where
all threads belong to the same process and each thread runs on
a different core with individual per-core PCCs. In this case, the
OS gathers promotion information from multiple PCCs and makes
huge page promotion decisions for a single process because all
threads share the same address space. We show how OS policy can
affect performance.

Fig. 8 presents utility curve comparisons of our multi-threaded
graph applications running with 2-8 threads each. We focus on the
graph analytic workloads because these are particularly sensitive
to huge page usage. We compare two different OS policies when
selecting huge page candidates from multiple PCCs: Highest PCC
Frequency selects promotion candidates with the globally highest
PCC frequencies (blue). Round Robin selects candidates so that
huge pages are distributed equally across the threads (red). Unless
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Figure 8: Runtime performance comparisons of parallelized
graph applications running with multiple (2-8) threads (1
per core). The OS either uses a highest PCC frequency first
(blue) or round-robin policy (red) to select candidates from
the many PCCs.

a thread runs out of candidates in its PCC, huge pages will always
be distributed evenly amongst threads.

Overall, selecting candidates based on PCC frequency is slightly
more performant than opting for fairness via a round robin policy.
This is due to load imbalance; some threads incur more PTWs and
consequently reap more benefit from huge pages. When backing
1-4% of the application memory footprint with huge pages, our
approach achieves speedups of 1.07-1.18× (85-94% of ideal) with 2
threads, 1.04-1.13× (85-93% of ideal) with 4 threads, and 1.04-1.12×
(86-92% of ideal) with 8 threads. These speedups are lower than
single-thread gains for two reasons. (1) Due to parallelization, the
probability of memory compaction touching a specific page at the
same time as one of the threads, and total TLB shootdown rate due
to promotions, increases. (2) Atomic operations used in multithread
implementations cause serialization and with more threads this
becomes a larger part of the execution time that cannot be sped up
by reducing TLB misses.

Data undergoing promotion can conflict with application ac-
cesses and cause execution to stall for a very short period of time.
However, the probability of such conflicts increases when more
threads are executing and thus the OS must be careful not to pro-
mote too much data. Such overheads are often negligible, but can
become more apparent when the application runtime is very short,
as is the case when BFS runs with 8 threads and more than 16% of
the application footprint is promoted.
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(a) 1 TLB-sensitive and 1 TLB-insensitive application
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(b) 2 TLB-sensitive applications

Figure 9: Runtime performance (left) and huge page usage
(right) when running two applications simultaneously. The
OS prioritizes highest PCC frequency first (blue) or operates
in a round-robin fashion (red) to select candidates.

5.3 Multiprocess Performance
When multiple processes run in the system, the OS is responsible
for distributing huge pages across them fairly. To understand how
the PCC approach affects multiprocess performance, we performed
two case studies where we ran two single-threaded applications
on two cores running in parallel. Each application accesses its own
PCC, but huge pages are a system-wide resource that are shared
amongst the processes.

The first study focuses on the TLB-sensitive graph application
PageRank (PR) running alongside mcf. Fig. 9(a) presents curves for
performance (utility) and huge page usage, i.e. number of promo-
tions when using the same two OS policies studied in the multi-
thread setting. With the round-robin policy, both applications re-
ceive the same number of huge pages untilmcf ’s execution finishes
first and the OS only provisions huge pages to PageRank. The PCC
frequency-based policy offers slightly better performance because
it heavily biases PageRank, which is much more TLB-sensitive.
However, more HUB promotions do not occur until later in execu-
tion when 16% of the memory footprint is promoted. Both policies
identify candidates where their promotions will significantly im-
prove performance. PageRank achieves more than 95% of the peak
performance possible when huge pages are limited to 8% of the
total memory footprint of the 2 applications, resulting in a speedup
of 1.1×. Meanwhile mcf performance remains unaffected.

The second study focuses on running two TLB-sensitive graph
applications, PageRank and SSSP, alongside each other. Fig. 9(b)
presents the performance and huge page usage curves. When back-
ing 1-2% of the application footprint with huge pages, the PCC
frequency-based OS policy favors PageRank. However, once huge
pages cover 4% of the footprint, the OS provisions huge pages to

SSSP, whose PCC entries have accumulated more frequency, and
both policies perform similarly. Although SSSP has a larger mem-
ory footprint, it has less TLB-sensitive data (thus fewer promotion
candidates in its PCC) than PageRank. When all PCC data is pro-
moted, more huge pages end up provisioned to PageRank. Both
PageRank and SSSP achieve 95% of their best possible performances
when huge pages are limited to only 16% of their combined memory
footprint, yielding 1.23× and 1.19× speedups over using 4KB base
pages alone.

In summary, when a TLB-sensitive application runs alongside
an application that has little sensitivity to huge pages, the PCC
frequency-based policy is slightly more performant since one ap-
plication benefits much more from huge pages. The two policies
perform similarly when the TLB-sensitive application has many
more PCC accesses as the other application eventually runs out
of candidates. When more than 1 TLB-sensitive application runs
simultaneously, the round robin OS policy for huge page selection
performs best. This is because with the PCC frequency-based policy
it is possible for one application to starve the other application of
huge page resources due to higher PTW frequency counts that can
be phase-dependent.

5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Design Alternatives. The PCC could be implemented in soft-
ware, which would increase portability and enable flexibility for
architectures with support for more page sizes, such as RISC-V [59].
However, this implementation would incur high overheads to up-
date and manage PCC data as well as the priority list for evictions.
Every TLB miss would trap into the OS for PCC updates, which
would interrupt the CPU pipeline and would be prohibitively expen-
sive, much like how software page table walkers have been replaced
by hardware walkers on most platforms. A hardware PCC does not
involve such complexities and works well with the hardware page
table walker.

Another design alternative would be to augment Page Walk
Caches (PWCs), which cache partial PTWs to shorten their latencies
and do so quite effectively. They can minimize PTW overhead to 1.1-
1.4 references/walk, while any leaf PTE requires a single access [25].
An infinite-sized PWC will approach a single reference/walk so
there is not significant room for improvement1. While the PWC and
PCC share similarities at first glance, residing in the same location
in the translation hierarchy, they track very different information.
PWCs do not reduce TLB miss rates, so applications still suffer from
multiple TLB lookups and miss cycles on the processor’s critical
path in addition to the residual walk overhead that caching cannot
eliminate. For example, a PWC entry caching a L4-L3 page structure
can point to a L2 page table page containing entries for both 2MB
huge pages and an L1 PTE. Because the PWC has no knowledge
about the page size accessed by the CPU, it cannot attribute access
frequency for any individual page, or well-defined groups of pages,
like the PCC does. Thus the PWC cannot (easily) be repurposed to
perform the PCC’s function.

The necessary changes to PWCs (and potentially the page table
walker) include adding page sizes of data accessed by the CPU to

1True measurement of this requires prohibitively long simulation times given the
memory footprints and execution times of the applications we evaluate.
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PWC entries and requests to the PWC (key PCC information to
identify promotion vs. demotion candidates) as well as per-huge
page region PTW frequency counters (to better guide promotion
decisions). Augmenting the PWC would save more storage space
compared to a standalone PCC, since the PWC is also indexed by
virtual address prefixes like the PCC. Evaluating such a design is
beyond the scope of this work, as not all system effects, from the
TLB miss to the page table walk, can be accurately modeled via
simulation. We leave it as future work to develop such an evaluation
methodology and further optimize the PCC implementation.

Finally, a victim cache for the L2 TLB could captureHUBs as huge
page regions evicted due to TLB capacity constraints. However, a
cache too small cannot sufficiently track and rank promotion can-
didates and would get polluted with other data that is too sparsely
accessed to benefit from promotion. As the cache grows larger, it
approaches the PCC size.

5.4.2 Huge Page Allocation. In our experiments, all page data is
initially allocated as 4KB base pages and the PCC dynamically
selects promotion candidates. However, compiler or programmer
analysis can identify HUBs before workload execution and this
knowledge can guide the allocation of huge pages in lieu of dynamic
promotion. Aggressive allocations of huge pages can prevent TLB
misses if promotions occur at low frequency, but we note that the
PCC can identify HUBs within a few seconds and when memory
pressure is high, aggressive policies should be avoided.

5.4.3 Virtualization. In a virtualized environment, the guest OS
and hypervisor must coordinate for efficient huge page manage-
ment. If only the guest OS promotes a huge page, the hypervisor
might still back the guest huge page with base pages, resulting in
no performance improvement, since the TLB does not use 2MB
entries for the translation [52]. Thus, both the guest OS and hy-
pervisor need to promote guest and host pages, respectively and
together. The PCC can recommend guest virtual address regions
for the guest OS to promote to improve performance. The guest OS
can then initiate the promotion and a hypercall (from guest OS to
hypervisor) can invoke the hypervisor to promote the host pages as
well [54]. Such a design can be implemented by using an additional
bit to tag PCC entries as corresponding to guest vs. host pages, or
utilizing additional, smaller PCCs for guest page data.

6 ADDITIONAL RELATEDWORK
Memory Management: Efficient memory management is an area
with much potential for improving huge page performance. To
avoid imbalanced data access issues for applications using huge
pages in NUMA systems, prior work proposes NUMA-aware page
placement algorithms that sample page accesses and track the nodes
they access to inform future placement decisions [9, 11, 17]. A
group of works also aim to optimize the placement and migration
of pages and huge pages in tiered and hybrid memory systems by
monitoring page access patterns and usage [1, 9, 17, 38, 55, 64].
Userspace memory allocation libraries are also often made aware
of huge pages for better huge page utilization [22].

TLB Improvements: Improved hardware support for virtual
memory translation has largely focused on isolated changes to
the TLB that can be performed without requiring OS involvement.

Existing hardware only supports discrete page sizes (4KB, 2MB,
and 1GB on x86) [23, 24, 33, 35], limiting the number of possible
huge page sizes. Prior works propose various new TLB concepts,
such as intermediate page sizes via entry coalescing [47, 51], any
power of two page sizes [19], a range of virtual addresses [16, 28], or
enabling holes in contiguous physical memory regions that are part
of huge page mappings [46]. For applications with a small number
of large contiguous memory ranges, direct segment proposes to
use memory segments in the OS to provision the ranges and [base,
size] format in the TLB to cache translations of these segments
and lower translation overheads even when huge pages are not
present [3].

Software techniques to group base pages strive to achieve the
same performance goal as huge pages [3, 16, 19, 54, 66]. Midgard
attacks the TLB coverage issue from a different angle. By introduc-
ing a new address space of virtual memory areas (an OS concept
of/data structure for representing contiguous virtual addresses with
the same permissions) as a new layer of translation, it significantly
reduces the number of translations to cache since virtual memory
areas are usually much larger than normal page sizes and much
smaller in numbers [18]. Overall, TLB optimization is orthogonal
to page size management; these approaches complement OS-driven
techniques for huge page management.

7 CONCLUSION
Deploying huge pages is an effective way of reducing TLBmisses in-
curred in the virtual memory translation system. However, naïve ap-
plication of huge pages can squander the availability of this limited
set of pages. This work proposes augmenting the OS with hardware-
based page promotion candidate identification, a novel approach
that frees the OS from the storage overheads and runtime complex-
ity needed in prior solutions. Our experimental results show that
promotion of pages recommended by the PCC yields 1.19-1.33×
application speedups (69-77% of the peak achievable performance)
on a real machine, while backing just 1-4% of the application mem-
ory footprint with huge pages. Our approach demonstrates that
explicit architectural support for what has historically been OS-
only functionality can make OS-driven huge page management
both practical and performant.
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